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QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR 'IRAC DD/EIDPMENT,

by.

J. M. Sicilian and R. J. Pryor

ABSIRX T

The 'IRAC CmpJter Frogram Develognent Project has
been subject to stringent quality assurance procedures
sin its in ption. 'Ihe three stages of the develor
ment project and the quality assurance procedures
inpoced at eadi stage are described in this report.

INrPODLCTION

Cmputer program developmnt is far afield frm usual applications of
quality assurance. Therefore many standard quality assurance techniques are
not a;plicable to the TRAC develognent task. It is desirable, however, to

assure the quality of 'IR1C, aM a number of steps are being taken toward that
end. To understand these steps we must review the gcols of the 'IRAC
develognent project.

TRTC is a generic name for a sequence of cmputer programs that analyze
the events whidi occur in a light water nuclear reactor system under accident
conditions. The codes in this sequence share many models and methods, but
address dif f arent types of accidents or reactor systems. All codes in the
seg m nce attempt to nodel processes as accurately as possible, rather than
using conservative approximations ad are therefore known as "best estimate"
prograns.

~

'Ihe role of quality assurance in the TRAC project is to provide a
f ramework for the develognent of 'IRtc to proceed as free of errors as
possible, so that errors will be recognized when they are introduced and can
be corrected with a minimum of effort and a reduced likelihood of introdtring
new errors.

1
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%ere are tnree major stages of develognent inhcNnt in the 'IRAC project:
model and method developnent, code developwnt, aid code assessment. Quality
assurance plays a part in each of these stages.

.

STICE 1 - FODEL AND MEIYOD DEVEIDPB9F

%e modeling of physical processes and the methods of implementing these .

mcx]els are either developed by experts in the relevant fields at IASL or taken
from the opm literature. Wis assures an innate high quality. In addition,

the models arti methcris are reviewed both by the Nuclear Regulatory Ccmnission
(NRC) staff and by the M/anced Code Review Cmmittee. %e models chosen are

the most accurate available models empatible with the capability of nyxlern
corputing systenu. %e methods of soluticn used in TRAC are chosen for Lbir
speed ard accuracy ard are thoroughly tested in staryl-alme progrms before
their incorporation into 'IRAC.

STAGE 2 - CODE vlVEIOPMErF

he code develognent stage of the 'IRAC project is the conversion of the
methcris ard models developed in stage 1 into a canputer program. W is stage
is both the root likely source of errors, since programing can be tedious and
ccuplex, and the stage most amendable to proceedures for quality assurance.
Therefore, we have cnneentrated m providing quality assurance at this stage
in the TRAC project.

There are four techniques used during the code develognent stage to assure
the quality of TRIC. They are

a.) standard programing practices,
b.) uttmted program modification,

c.) progca:r nrxlificaticn acceptance, and
d.) ncxlificaticn reproductibility.

%e standard progranning practices described below lead to a code

structure that minimizes the likelihocd of programing errors anci simplifies
the task of correcting errors that have been identified. 'IRAC develognent has *

proceeded via a tow structured design since the project's inception.
Subprograms and overlays within 'IRAC are assigned functional definitions. We
programing of TRAC is modular in two senses. Individual routines treat
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specific functicns and/or specific reactor compments. %e data t; sed by TRIC
are stored in a mctfular fashion also. ftdularity of data is efficient

cmputaticnally and has a simplifying effect cn TRAC prograrmting. Internal

consistency checks are used liberally throughout TPAC to identify programming.

~ errors. Finally, consistent use of variable names is enforced in TRTC by the
use of universally defined CIMON areas through the UPDATE EMDFIZ convention..

Automated program modificatico, program modification acceptance, and
modificaticn reproducibility are inherent in the process used to produce
TRTC. De IASL Central Cmputing Facility (TF) is used er:ensively for the
developaent of 1RAC. This facility consists of numerous worker cmputers
(ircltriing four CDC-7600 compiters used by TRAC develcpers), a mass data
storage system called IFIEA, arr3 user terminals. Master copies of TRAC
sources and binary files are stored cn the IMBA mass storage system. %ece
files are backed up by storage cn three media: disk, magnetic tape, and
the PIDIOSITE permanent storage machine. HYDRA also provides password
protecticn for these files, thus cnly selected personriel are permitted to
change the master copies of TRAC files. Individuals may access any of these
files fran their terminals to test modifications as describec3 below.

Ftriificatims to the master TRAC files are controlled by w!11-defined
procedures implemented in a file maintenance program named 10RSE. %is

crrnpiter program forms the vehicle of TRAC code developnent. Modificatims
are made to TRAC by provide., a description of the desired changes in the form
of an " update library." An update library is a file which describes changes
to be made subprogram by subprogram. 10RSE extracts the subprograms to be
changed frcm the master copy of TRIC source files, mcxlifies each as described

in the update library, and produces new source files, binary files, and an
executable program. 10RSE can also execute a series of problems if desired.

1 J. M. Sicilian, " Methods for the DevelopTent of Large Caputer Codes Under
LT3S," Ics Alamos Scientific Laboratory report IA JUREI;-68284G
(June 1977) .
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An individual TRAC developer works by creating update libraries and using
IITSE to test the modifications. Once he is satisfied with the results he may
submit the update for inclusion into the mster copy of TRAC. Wis is
accanplished by sutxnitting an update submissa fo.m (Fig.1) to the TRAC
program custodian. We custodian tests the " update library" by executing a h
series of test problems ard graphically crxnpariry the results with

.

experimental data. %ese test problems are designed to exercise TRAC and
uncover errors introduced by the update without excessive computational cost.
%ey consist primarily of sectims of experiments driven by measured boundary
corditi ons. Should the results of these test problems be acceptable, a new
version of the master files is generated and stored on INDRA. A procedure is
followA by the code custodian to ensure that all necessary steps are taken.
We procedure is defined in the checklist provided as Fig. 2. Periodically, a

more involved procedure is utilized as described in Fig. 3. %e permanent

code versim generated by this procedure is always readily available m
PIDIOS'IORE.

Modificatico reproducibility is implemented by periodically storing the
TRIC master files and all update libraries m the PIDIOSTORE. Using these,
ary versim of TRAC which was at me time accepted can be regenerated. To
f acilitate identification of the version of TRAC used for any problem, IDRSE
inserts ident' "ing informatim into the TEAC source code, and TRAC prints
this informat'.cn at the head of its output file.

STAGE 3 - CDDE ASSESSMEtTP

Although the quality assurance steps taken in stages 1 and 2 are essential
to the developnent of TRAC, stage 3 is the final assurance that TRIC will
provide a valuable tool to reactor safety researchers. Assessment of 'IRAC is
performed by two groups of IASL personnel, as well as by offsite users. We
IASL groups are known as the Develognenta' ' 'ssment Task and the Independent
Assessnent Task. Develognental assessner. aides continuing evaluation of

TRAC during the developpent process by apWying the master version of the cade
described above to many experimental situations. Results of canparisons a
experiments are intnediately available to the model developers to assist in the
improvement of mod 21s ard methods.

594 909
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'Ihe Independent Assessment Task uses versions of 'IRAC that have been

released to outside users to sttx3y other experiments. Results of these
sttr31es are also available to 'IRAC Gvelopment personnel.

.

ST1+ FRY

In conclusion,we submit that the 'IRAC developTnt project is implemented
as a cmplex network of interacting processes that make optimum use of modern
computer resources to assure the quality of the TRAC omputer program. Figure
4 sumnarizes the process an3 accentuates the key quality assurance steps taken
during TRAC developmnt.
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Up3 ate Subnission Form

tW4E: DATE:
,

LIX FIIE ?WE: HYDRA DATASET NAME:

PURPOSE OF 'HIIS UPDATE:

NEN SUBPROGRAMS

?WES

NEW TPANSREM ALTER FILES

ALTER FILE ?W E _ BASE SUBROUTINE NEN SUBROUTINE

CHA?TJES 'IO I?RTP DATA:

ALTER FILES

SUBPROGRAM NAME ALTER FILE ?AME CODE

,

'b

'lBnc
Fig. 1.
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CHIrKLIST PROCEDURE
FOR

CREATING A NBi TD@ORARY VERSION

* 1. Shrink and save update library (s) on Q9 LIB,HD u'K3er passwo d.

2. Run HCRSE (in library mode) to retrieve update libraries f rm
09 LIB, create new source and binary libraries from them, and
then run all standard test problems frm resulting controllae.

,
3. Check results of standard test problems to determine if

update (s) can be accepted.

IF UPDATE IS T E M

4. Save update libraries in current OPD library on Q9 LIB. Evict
the update libraries frmt 09 LIB. (Caution - be sure to save
update libraries in UPD library befcre evicting.)

5. Save the newly created source and binary libraries (FTRICr and
B'IRACT) m Q9 LIB,HD under password.

6. If update (s) changed tne inpit specifications, then upA ' and
replace the standard test problem library PrRACT on 09_a
under password.

7. Save a source listi..g 'IRAC (version number), a controllee CO
(versim number), and a symbol table SYM (versicn number), all
created by new update (s) on Q9 LIB photostore.

8. Replace the compilatim listing and standard test problem
results in the 'IRAC-T binders.

9. If new version rectires modifications to ICRSE which are not
compatible with the previous version, save the previous
versions of IDRSE and EDRSLIB on Q9 LIB,HP under file name HORS
(previo'Is versicn number) and i: LIB (previous version number).

10. If new versicn requires modifications to GRIT and GRED which
are rot compatible with the previous version, save the
previous versior.s of GRIT, FGRIT, GRED, and FURED on Q9 LIB,HP
under file name ; GRIT (p:evious version number), FGRIT
(previous versicn number), GRED (previous version number), and
FGRED (previous versior number) .

.

Fig. 2.
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CHIEKLIST PIOCEDURE
EUR

CREATING A NEU PERMANENT TERSION

1 Shrink and save update library (s) in Q9 LIB,HD un6er password. *

2. Run 10RSE (in library mode) to retrie te update libraries fran
Q9 LIB, create new source and binary 1.braries from them, and
then run all standard test problems fr In resulting controllee.

3. Check results of standard test problem to determine if
update (s) can be accepted.

IF UPDATE IS Aturlw

4. Replace the source and binary libraries ETft'CP and B'IRACT with
the newly created libraries on Q9 LIB,HD.

5. Place the update libraries involved in the transition in the
current UPD library. Save UPD (new versim number -1) on
Q9 LIB,HD and on Q9 LIB,HP.

6. When it is certain that the UPD library has been transferred
frcin disk to a photostere cell, evict it fran Q9 LIB,HD.

7. Save the source, binary, and standard test problem libraries
(ETRICI, BTRICN, and PTRACN) for the newly created versicn of
Q9 LIB,HP under the file names PPRAC (new version number),
BTRAC (new version number), and PIRAC (new versim number) .

8. Save a source listing ('IRAC), a mntrollee (GO), and a symbol
table (SDfIAB), created by the new versim on 09 LIB,HP under
the file names TRAC (version number), GO (version ntrrber), SE1
(versim ntrnber.

9. Enpty the 'IRAC-T binders.

10. Replace the mmpilation listing and test problen results for
the new versim in the 'IRAC-N binders.

11. Replace the INDEX listing with an index for the new version.

12. If the new versim requires modifications to 10RSE which are
not mmpatible with the previous version, save the previous
versim of 10RSE m 09 LIB,HP under file name 1DRS (previous '

version number).
,

13. If the new versim requires rrodifications to GRIT and GRED
which are not ca:patible with the previous version, save the
previous versions of GRIT and GRED on Q9 LIB,HP under file
r snes GRIT (previous version ntrrber) and GRED (previous
versim number) .

8 Fig. 3.
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MODEL AND Review by NRC/RSR
METHOD 4--q and Advanced Code
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